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Editor: Aiman Rahimi

If there is one true indicator of personal compatibility in my life – in relationship, friendship, or family –
it is my penchant for crossword puzzles. They have always been foundational to me, mostly thanks to
my years living in the UK, travelling around London Underground and touring on double-decker across
the city streets. They are my daily supplement and travel companion. The unassuming FT and The
Times daily puzzles have been stoking my passion since I was a young student. Their comfortingly old-
school brand of entertainment is made for idling away hours in the park during recess and is all good
when commuting on a busy train. When I am not curled up with my books, I can be found solving black-
and-white puzzles as though they are my therapy.

While taking my lunch break with my junior colleague the other day at work, I noticed a difference on
how we both enjoyed our “switching off”. After finishing her lunch box, she sat next to me playing a
video game on her phone with her earbuds on at the same time as I was well with my Wordle.

The game was launched in 2016 by Niantic and it created a global phenomenon by superimposing a
video game onto real-life images and places the players needed to locate. Where you saw grass, the
Pokemon players saw Bulbasaur grew in size. When you saw a water puddle, the Pokemon players saw
Gyarados out in the wild.

It came as no surprise when our analysts – young and
millennials – decided to pick Gaming as the theme for this
issue. And I immediately thought of the craze half a decade
ago. If you looked around major cities or urban areas at some
point in 2017, you might have seen something curious. People
were not just buried in the phones (as usual), crossing the
road, or waiting for Grab. Instead, they were frantically waving
their phones, sweating, and dodging about with frenetic energy
on the pavements. This was because they were playing the
first mass augmented reality game of Pokemon Go.

Picture source: Independent.ie
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It has built on the momentum of Candy Crush saga and has taken gaming mainstream as well as led to
the proliferation of in-app purchases in other mobile game titles. Although in-app purchases themselves
are small – a dollar here, a dollar there – the sales add up quickly, with high-end players often on
average tossing US$100 a month, 4 times of the average players. The ones that are sticking around –
monthly active users as venture capitalists would call them – are laying down more cash than ever on
in-game goods. The new wave of blockbuster games, from computers and consoles to mobile devices,
has further fuelled this growing industry. These titles encourage players to stay longer and give rise to
in-game advertising market. There are approximately 3.09 billion active video game players globally and
they are growing by 10% every two years. Consequently, the gaming industry has attracted increased
venture capital funding in recent years.

Nevertheless, the industry has not escaped controversies and is facing challenges amidst increased
regulatory crackdown. The game addiction is real and has been well documented. China, the largest
gaming market in the world with over 600 million active players, has implemented tough restriction as
Beijing seeks to solve the issue of video game addiction amongst its youth. It was reported that Chinese
children play so many video games and exhibit patterns of dependency to the extent their parents are
sending their children to detox camps specifically designed to help these kids detach from gaming.
Beijing has referred to this problem as “spiritual opium”. Like any addictions, they cause antisocial
compulsive behaviours. As more practitioners identify these behaviours as medically diagnosable
addictions, treatment will be covered by health insurance and parents have recourse to compel
companies pay for ill-gotten gains from unethical exploitation of their children. A case in point is when
Apple had to enter a settlement about ten years ago with the Federal Trade Commission returning
US$32.5 million in purchases to parents whose children were able to keep buying without knowing the
phone’s password.

Although there are plenty of opportunities in the industry, they are not boundless. Game developers and
investors need to bear in mind of the legal and regulatory considerations. It is not Wild West out there –
there are rules, spending limits, and time limits. There is a thin line between “mind therapy” and
“spiritual opium”. There is no black and no white.

“Chinese children play so many video games and 
exhibit patterns of dependency... Beijing has referred to 

this problem as ‘spiritual opium’.”

Source: sensortower.com
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The gaming industry is arguably one of the more innovative sectors in tech today. Since the creation
of the first true video game prototype of Magnavox Odyssey by Ralph H. Baer, the gaming industry
has significantly grown into one of the game changers (pun intended) in culture, social networking
and entertainment of the 21st century.

Today, the gaming industry has evolved from a simple system that transformed electronic signals into
pictures on a television screen to complex real life-like images across new-gen consoles, high end
PCs and even mobile screens.

According to PwC, global video games and esports
revenue totalled US$215.6 billion in 2021 and is
forecasted to grow at a 8.5% CAGR to US$323.5
billion in 2026. Asia Pacific generated the lion’s
share of revenues in 2021 with US$109.4 billion,
almost double that of North America, the second
highest region. Gaming is now the third-largest
data-consuming Entertainment & Media content
category, behind video and communications.

Driving Factors of Growth in the Gaming Industry

The gaming industry had significantly benefitted from the nationwide lockdowns implemented
globally due to the surge of the Covid-19 pandemic. Gaming was a popular means for people to
pass the time. As such, gaming platforms across multiple channels were able to attract thousands
of casual gamers and dedicated players alike.

This trend is unlikely to slow down despite the reopening of economies post the Covid-19
pandemic. This is because the gaming industry is heavily invested in continuous technological
advancements that help enhance the gaming experience to its users.

The rising internet connectivity, increasing adoption of smartphones and the advent of high
bandwidth network connectivity, such as 5G, have further increased demand in the gaming
market across the globe. According to a report by the GSMA, as of November 2021, 170 mobile
operators launched commercial 5G services with 7% population penetration at the end of 2021,
thereby opening new opportunities for the mobile vendors to introduce 5G smartphones in the
market.

Aside from this, cloud gaming services would also be a growth factor as it focuses on leveraging
hyper-scale cloud capabilities, streaming media services and global content delivery networks to
build the next generation of social entertainment platforms. Leveraging cloud technology in the
gaming market is likely to drive the demand and engagement of multi-players for different games,
boosting the market growth in the near term.
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Malaysia’s Budding Gaming Industry

Closer to home and unbeknownst to many, Malaysia is one of the biggest players in the gaming
industry among its regional peers. According to the Southeast Asia Game Industry Report 2021
developed by the Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (“MDEC”), Malaysia is the third largest
market in Southeast Asia with a game market of US$786 million in 2020. According to the same
report, game companies in Malaysia are principally involved in the Pre-production and Production
stages of the game development lifecycle, accounting for 18% and 21% of the survey respondents,
respectively.

These figures show that there is strong potential for Malaysia, already known as an original game
creation hub, to establish itself as a gaming ecosystem hub and potentially create various spill over
economic effects for the local economy. According to former Deputy Minister of Communications and
Multimedia, YB Datuk Zahidi Bin Zainul Abidin, the creative industry, which includes game
development, is targeted to contribute RM31.9 billion in GDP by 2025. Much like other budding
sectors, the gaming sector requires government support and funding to create an effective
ecosystem - Malaysia is known for giving various grants and funding support to the game industry.

MDEC is playing a pivotal role in a creating this ecosystem. One of the initiatives by MDEC is
LEVELUP KL 2022 held recently from the 4th to 7th October 2022. It is the 8th instalment of
Southeast Asia’s premier gaming expo, held to showcase and connect local and international players
in the game development scene. On top of that, MDEC also started LEVELUP INC, an incubator for
the top small and medium game start-ups to collaborate, support and accelerate business growth as
part of the government’s aim to make Malaysia the regional game hub. There are also other
initiatives by MDEC to develop the local game development industry such as the LEVEL UP
Apprentice, LEVEL UP @Schools, Masterclass Workshops and Game Dev Hangouts.

This concerted effort by various stakeholders has managed to attract big foreign players from the
gaming industry to invest and set up presence in Malaysia. In January this year, one of the world’s
largest esports, gaming and lifestyle organisation Galaxy Racer announced a projected investment of
approximately US$10 million into Malaysia. In conjunction with this, they will also establish a new
regional headquarters for the Asia Pacific region in Malaysia. Galaxy Racer is not the first to expand
into Malaysia, and will be joining the likes of PlayStation Studios Malaysia and Bandai Namco who
ventured into Malaysia in 2020 and 2016, respectively.

Planning Pre-
production Production Testing

Pre-launchLaunch
Post-

production

7 Stages of Game Development. Source: g2.com
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Malaysian Game Companies

As discussed, Malaysia stands to play an important role within the regional gaming ecosystem.
Malaysia is never short of talent when it comes to game development. Here are some of the local
game companies that are active in the gaming scene:

Game Company Incorporated Best known for

AeonSparx Interactive Sdn Bhd 2013 Zombie Soup

Alchymy Creative 2019 Animation, Social Media Content, Game Development

Ammobox Studios 2008 Eximius: Seize the Frontline

Appxplore (iCandy) Sdn Bhd 2011 War, Masketeers, Claw Stars

Big Frost Games 2016 Circuroid, Smashy Duo

Clipper Interactive Sdn Bhd 2020 Dance Dance Dungeon (in development)

Common Extract 2008 Ejen Ali : Agents Arena

Cool Code Sdn Bhd 2014 Software House Development

Hidden Chest Studio 2020 Midwest 90: Rapid City

IXI STUDIOS SDN BHD 2015 Indie Game Development

Kotakoren Games Studio Sdn Bhd 2020 -

Lightgearlab Sdn Bhd 2014 Konflix

Lusolab Entertainment 2015 Indie, Small scale outsource

Mason Games Sdn Bhd 2021 Hyper Casual Games

Moredoor Interactive Sdn Bhd 2019 -

PlayStation Studios Malaysia - PlayStation

Source: Southeast Asia Game Industry Report 2021, MDEC
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PC is the People’s Gaming Platform of 
Choice

Action and Casual Game Are the Most 
Popular Game Genres
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Capital Connections and VC Roadshows

Capital Connections and VC Roadshows are events held monthly by Penjana Kapital to connect
stakeholders of the VC ecosystem both abroad and locally with the vision of creating a more vibrant
VC ecosystem. Here’s a recap of the events held this year:

A YEAR IN REVIEW

By: Harry Law

Capital Connections 3.0

Capital Connections 4.0
The Capital Connections held in
March featured 4 fintech start-
ups and was co-hosted by our VC
Partners: The HIVE Southeast
Asia, Hanwha Asset Management
and Iris Capital Partners.

The first Capital Connections of
2022 was held with our VC
Partners: KB Investment, RHL
Ventures, Hanwha Asset
Management and Iris Capital
Partners. This event featured RPG
Ventures, which is a direct-to-
consumer company that specialises
in building brands. Notable brands
featured include Thousand Miles,
Bottoms Lab and Comfort Republic.

Capital Connections 5.0

Capital Connections 5.0 was held virtually, featured Eric Feng, the
Co-Founder and CEO of Cymbal and the General Partner of Gold
House. He shared with us his views on the market, fundraising
activities and valuation of start-ups as well as how to brace for a
slowdown in the economy during the insightful fire side chat.
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Ad-Venture Capital 2022 (Capital Connections)

This installation of Capital Connections was held at Asia School of Business. The theme of the
event was Food Tech, which featured start-ups such as Phuture Foods, PurelyB, Pop Meals,
Food Market Hub, Bioloop, Nanka, Snappea and Fefifo. This was the biggest event held to date
by Penjana Kapital, with over 60 participants from regulators, government officials, and capital
market players from local and abroad.

The 6th installation of Penjana
Kapital’s Capital Connections event
was held with UEM Edgenta. The
objective of this event was to identify
DPN investees with potential
synergistic values with UEM
Edgenta’s aspirations and core
sectors.
The 7th installation of our Capital
Connections event was held virtually
with HSBC. During this event,
Penjana Kapital organised a start-up
pitching sessions providing HSBC a
glimpse of the start-up ecosystem in
Malaysia.

Capital Connections 6.0 and 7.0

Capital Connections 8.0
The 8th Capital Connections was
held with Shopee, featuring RPG
Ventures, Metier Food and
TTRacing. The theme of the
event was Retail – Digital
Consumer Behaviour and
Changing Retail Trends.
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Ad-Venture Capital 2022 (VC Roadshow)

During the Ad-Venture
Capital, we hosted
regulators, government
officials and capital
market players both from
abroad and locally. The
event was attended by the
Finance Minister Datuk
Seri Utama Tengku Zafrul
Aziz, SC Chairman Dato’
Seri Dr. Awang Adek
Hussin, Bursa CEO Datuk
Umar Swift and Economic
Advisor to the Prime
Minister Shahril Hamdan.

Below is a highlight of the countries Penjana Kapital visited for the VC Roadshows

Indonesia Singapore Dubai

Washington D.C San Francisco New York
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As of 22 November 2022

Fund 
Snapshot

RM1.30 bil
Fund Size

2
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2

November 2021

Note: Investee stage are based on number of approved investment (2021: 34, 2022: 51)
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USA 1 (0) 

Notes:
1. Figures in () represents previous
reported count in November 2021.
2. Companies highlighted represents
approved investments at the IC level
and may not necessarily be a company
under Penjana Kapital’s portfolio.

India 1 (1) 

Thailand 1 (0) 

Malaysia 31 (22) 

Indonesia 3 (1) 
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Portfolio Sector 
Breakdown

DPN Progress in Numbers

8 Sessions of DPN 
Investee and 

partners showcase 
session to potential 
strategic partners

7
Countries

RM717.4M
Catalysed private 

capital flow

RM527.2M
Foreign 

investment 
funds

104
Applicants

32
Placements

16
VC Partners

2
First cohort Second cohort

In progress

Non-Financial Impact

8
New home-
grown VCs

6,946
Job Creation

34
New VC Talent

36
Global Investor 

Partnership 

Financial Impact

RM1.3B
Fund Size

RM12Bil
Projected Revenue 

for Y2022

33%
Gross IRR

Ecosystem Building
Financial Capital

1. Unaudited financials and subject to potential changes. Returns represent PKSB’s portion only.
2. Based on capital deployed starting in May 2021 including capital deployed for management fees, fund setup 

and fund expenses

3. Excluding approved investments pending deployment.
4. Estimate of Revenue by Investee companies 

Network Capital Talent Capital
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DISCLOSURES AND DISCLAIMER

This Newsletter is strictly informational and is issued Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd (“PKSB”) on the basis that it is only

for the information of the particular person to whom it was provided. This document may not be copied,

reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose unless Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd’s prior

written consent is obtained. This newsletter has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended

as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any securities, and/or any other product in Public or Private markets.

Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd is not making any recommendation to buy any securities or other product and the

information provided should not be taken as investment advice.

It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who

receive it. Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd has no obligation to update its opinion or the information in this newsletter and

Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd recommends that you independently evaluate particular investments and strategies and

seek the advice of a financial adviser prior to entering into any transaction. The appropriateness of a particular

investment or strategy will depend on your individual circumstances and objectives. The information herein was

obtained or derived from sources that Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd believes are reliable, but while all reasonable care

has been taken to ensure that stated facts are accurate and opinions fair and reasonable, we do not represent that

it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. All opinions and estimates included in this

newsletter constitute our views as of this date and are subject to change without notice.

Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd is not acting as your advisor and does not owe any fiduciary duties to you in connection

with this newsletter and no reliance may be placed on Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd for advice or recommendations of

any sort. Nothing in this newsletter shall constitute legal, accounting or tax advice, or a representation that any

transaction or investment is appropriate for you taking into account your investment objectives, financial situation

and particular needs, or otherwise constitutes any such advice to you. Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd makes no

representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy of the information or fitness for any

particular purpose and does not accept any liability (including but not limited to any direct, indirect or

consequential losses, loss of profits and damages) for any use you or your advisors make of the contents of this

newsletter or for any loss that may arise from the use of this newsletter or reliance by any person upon such

information or opinions provided in the newsletter. This newsletter has been prepared by the analysts of Penjana

Kapital Sdn Bhd. Facts and views presented in this newsletter may not reflect the views of or information known to

other business units within Penjana Kapital Sdn Bhd. This information herein is not intended to constitute

“research” as it is defined by applicable laws. This newsletter is not directed to or intended for distribution to or

use by any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other

jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. The

information provided in this document has been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable. Penjana

Kapital Sdn Bhd does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness and does not assume any liability for any loss

that may result from the reliance by any person upon any such information or opinion. Such information or opinions

are subject to change without notice, are for general information only and is not intended as an offer to sell or a

recommendation/ solicitation to buy any securities, foreign exchange or other product.
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